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Quantitative Reliability Analysis of
Redundant Multistage Interconnection Networks

NITA M. KINI, ANUP KUMAR, AND DHARMA P. AGRAWAL

ABSTRACT. Many Redundant Multistage Interconnection Networks (RMINs)
have been proposed to provide increased bandwidth and enhanced reliabil-
ity by introducing alternate paths between each source-destination pair of
the network. But, there exists no generalized algorithm which could provide
a quantitative reliability measure of such MINs. This paper introduces a
systematic technique for computing the exact reliability expression for both
RMINs and NonRMINs. The RMINs considered in this paper include Ex-
tra Stage Cube. F. IADM. INDRA. Multipath Omega and Chained Baseline
(Uniform and NonUniform), The proposed algorithm is a one-step method,
which requires updating of only two vectors and completely avoids matrix
multiplications. Thus the proposed GEARMIN (Generalizcd Evaluation Al-
gorithm for Reliability of RMINs) is substantially less complex than existing
techniques, while it is general enough to enable evaluation of all other exist-
ing reliability parameters as special cases.

1. Introduction

Multistage Interconnection Networks (MINs) provide programmable data
paths between processors and/or processor-to-memory modules in a multi-
processor environment. A majority of N input MINs (N = 2") are designed
with n stages. with each stage consisting of N/2 2-input 2-output switches.
Redundancy is introduced in these MINs so as to provide fault tolerance
and/or increased throughput between a given source-destination pair. The
redundant networks have multiple paths from a given source to an arbitrary
destination. Redundancy couid be incorporated in MINs by either adding an
extra stage, by increasing switch complexity. by duplicating the network, or by
chaining the switches of individual stages. Such redundant MINs (RMINs)
differ in cost and reliability, but there does not currently exist any algorithm
or technique that could provide a quantitative reliability measure of these
RMINs.

The use of RMINs has become increasingly important because failure of
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one or more elements in a system should cause a degradation in performance,
rather than a complete breakdown. Such graceful degradation is easily sup-
ported by RMINs, for faults in various system modules. In this paper, we
introduce an accurate algorithm for computing the reliabilities of these net-
works and consider the cost-performance tradeoff. Our algorithm is appli-
cable to both redundant and nonredundant networks of any size. It may be
noted that most N input (N = 2") regular nonredundant networks using
2 x 2 switches are topologically equivalent to each other [2] and hence will
have the same reliability figures. Also, a single link failure will prevent one
or more source-destination linkings. Hence. in this paper we concentrate on
the reliability evaluation of RMINs.

Blake et al. [3, 4] represent the Augmented Shuffle Exchange Network as
a CTMC (Continuous Time Markov Chain) to obtain the upper and the
lower bounds for the network reliability, and do not provide a closed form
expression for networks larger than 16 x 16. The problem with this approach
is the exponential growth of the state space. as the network size increases.

Botting et al. [5] generated a reliability expression foi MINs. but the
method is compute-intensive since it involves matrix multiplications. The
method for making the reliabilit.Y expressions of the different paths disjoint
is time consuming since all paths are initially derived and then the reliability
expressions are obtained by observing all other paths while computing the
reliability expression of each path.

Das [7] used simulation techniques to compute the availability (rather than
reliability) of the system, using certain Mean Time to Bus/Link Failure for
processors. Memory Modules and Switching Elements of the MIN. computing
the number of faulty units of each type at a given time. creating those many
faults and finally finding where there exist paths between X/2 processors
and N12 Memory Modules. They are also concerned with reachability of'
NA2 PEs to ,V/2 MMs. just examining if there exists one path. and not
considering alternate paths or disjointness of the paths f hence their approach
may not be accurate,. Their conclusions are mainly based on the simulation
results. while they have not given any analytical approach.

Macaluso et al. [9] compute the reliability of networks by computing the
reachability matrix and assuming failure rate of PEs. MMs. and SEs.

Varma and Raghavendra [14] obtained the graph model of INDRA and
augmented C network (ACN and then performed a serial-parallel transfor-
mation of redundant graphs. They used a recursi-e relation to obtain the
reliability of the networks.

In this paper. we introduce an analytical framework for computing the
exact terminal reliability of MINs (both Redundant and NonRedundantI. We
compute the reliability expression associated with the linking from any source
to any single destination. Our algorithm computes the exact expression for a
network of any size and needs to update only two vectors as it moves along
the graph. The updatii,6 process is accomplipshed h% simple bit operations.
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11. Network topology

In this paper. we concentrate on the most popular RMINs. including Extra
Stage Cube. FP, IADM. INDRA. Multipath Omega, Uniform and Nonuni-
form Chained Baseline networks. For completeness of the text. we briefly
describe the topologies of these networks.

Extra stage cube network. The Extra Stage Cube .ESC; network (1] is
formed by adding an extra stage to the input side of the generalized cube
MIN. The generalized cube is an Y x N MIN. .N = 2"). with n = log, A
stages, and each stage consists of .VX`2 switches. At a stage t. :he upper and
lower input labels of each switch differ only in the ith bit position. The ESC
is formed by adding an extra stage to the input side of the network, along
w,!h m~uitipiexers and demuitipiexers at the input and output stages respec-
tively. A fault in a switch of stage n requires no change in the network
configuration. with stage n remaining disabled. If a fault occurs in stage 0.
then stage n is enabled and stage 0 is disabled. For a fault in a switch of any
stage between I to n - I , both stages n and 0 are enabled. The ESC can be
controlled by a simple extension of the routing tags used for the generalized
cube. The ESC for N = 8 is illustrated in Figure 1.

F network. The X\-input (N = 2") F network [6) consists of n stages
of N nodes at each stage. The stages are numbered from 0 to (n - 1). The
node address at the input (source) and the output (destination) stages are
represented by n-bit binary numbers.

S = E 0. 1
A =()

n - 1

D= Zd,2 d, E {0. 1}

At stage j a node P (= .Z - • e {0,. }) is connected to nodes
P, Q, R and IV of the next stage with addresses given as follows:

P = (P,- 1..... P,, P,1 .I. 'Po)

Q = (P- ...... P - "P)

R=(j,_ ... P,'P,-."Po)

1" = (Pn-t ... . , P, I, P.p 1 .- .Poi)

The relation Q defines node P with the jith bit being complemented and
is referred to as the jth bit complement of P. The relation R defines the
complementary dual of node P: whereas the relation V defines the jth bit
complementary dual of node P (refer to Figure 2).

All figures and tables are at the end of this paper.
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IADM network. The N-input IADM network [10] consists of (n - 1)
stages. with N nodes in each stage. The stages are numbered from 0 to n.
The node address at the input sotrce) and the output (destination) stages
are represented by n-bit binary numbers:

nI - I

S S.= s, E 0, 1}
;,=0

D = "dr2• d, E .1}.
1=0

At stage j. a node with address P can be connected to any one of the
three nodes given by the re!ation I. .A and .H where

I=P
1P - 2' ModN,

t P - ` Mod X

The IADM network can tolerate some faults because of multiple paths
between a source S. and destination D. if S # D. Figure 3 shows a 4-stage
IADM network.

INDRA network. INDRA networks [12] can be conceived as the union of
R parallel subnetworks each with log0R stages of R x R switches, with
an initial distribution stage at the input. Typically the Omega network is
used as a subnetwork. Other link interconnection patterns including cube
interconnections are possible. The INDRA network is (R - I fault tolerant
since there exist R disjoint paths between any source-destination pair.

Multipath omega network. The Multipath Omega Network [11] is derived
from the Omega MIN. A B'" x B'n Omega network consists of m stages
of B x B crossbar switches. linked by a generalized shuffle. The paths in a
multipath omega network need not be distinct, since a single fault may affect
more than one path. Routing in this network is controlled by the routing
tags, which resembles the procedure used for the Omega network and the
generalized shuffle network. A Multipath Omega network for N = 8 is
illustrated in Figure 5.

Chained baseline network. An NV-input Baseline network [13] consisting
of log, N stages of N/2 switching elements. has a unique path between a
given source and destination, and hence is very susceptible to failures of any
of the switching elements (SEs). The chained baseline network is formed by
chaining some/all switching elements of a stage in a Baseline network. To
allow SEs to be chained together, a chain-in link and a chain-out line (in
addition to existing links) are introduced in each SE to form an augmented
switching element (refer to Figure 6A). Figure 6B shows six possible 'non-
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contlict' states of an augmented SE. The Chaining may be uniform (refer to
Figure 7) or nonuniform (Figure 8).

II. Modelling the MIN

The MIN could be easily modelled as a directed graph (2] with
inputs/outputs and intermediate nodes of a MIN constituting nodes of the
resulting graph. Since switches are unreliable and are liable to fail. a R x R
crossbar switch is modelled as a directed graph with R2 links. All links in
the graph are unidirectional. Figure 9b shows the graph model of a 4 x 4
ESC network of Figure 9A.

For simplicity of anzlysis. we could assume that each link of the directed
graph has a probability p of being operational and a probability f I - p) of
being faculty. We also assume that failures are independent of each other. In
other words, the failure of any link does not provide any information about
the operation/failure of any other link in the network.

We describe our algorithm to compute the reliability of each MIN. con-
sidering all possible paths in RMINs.

IV. Reliability algorithm

Reliability evaluation algori'hm for Distributed Computer Systems has
been introduced in (8]. Here, we modify it further to compute the termi-
nal reliability of both RMINs and non-RMINs. The algorithm described in
this section. GEARMIN (Generalized Evaluation Algorithm for Reliability
of MINs), computes the reliability expression of any MIN.

GEARMIN algorithm. The GEARMIN algorithm computes the exact re-
liability expression for paths for any source-destination pair. It takes into
account the connectivity of the MIN and generates the reliability expression
for each of the different paths possible for the source-destination pair and
ensures that the expressions of the different paths are disjoint.

Assumptions for the model. The system is modelled as a directed graph
G. wherein nodes represent the processing elements/intermediate nodes in
the network and edges represent the links of the switching elements. The
following assumptions are made:

i, The directed graph G does not have any self loops.
ii. Failure of a link is independent of other links.

iii. A link has only two states: operational or faulty.

Algorithm parameters. In this algorithm, two vectors, namely, loop vector
and reliability vector are used to compute the performance indices. Both
these vectors are updated at each traversed node of the graph.

Loop vector. The Loop Vector ý LV) keeps the information about those
nodes that are traversed up to a given level in the tree. LV has N bits.
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where N represents the number of nodes in the MIN. and thus has one
bit reserved for each node. This vector is used to avoid traversing a node
more than once in a subnetwork. thereby avoiding a loop or a cycle and for
observing the termination condition. At the starting node. the LV has the bit
corresponding to the starting node set to i.

If a link goes from node i to node j, then the updated vector can be
written as LtV = (set jth bit in L V to I

Reliabilitv vector. A Reliability- Vector (RV) maintains the information
about the reliability expression. It is composed of L tuples. where L repre-
sents the number of links in the MIN and thus has one tuple for each link.
RV is initialized with L zeros at the root of the tree. A tuple in the RV can
have one of the three values {0. 1 , d} . A 'd' in a tuple implies that the com-
munication link represented by this tuple is not in the reliability expression
and a '1' ('0') indicates that the link is a part of the reliability expression and
is operational (faulty).

There are two cases while performing reliability vector updating:

Case 1: If the current node is the first son of its parent. then I RV',,)Id
(RV)parent *

Case 2: If the current node has a brother. then (RV)od = fRV)brother

The updating of the RV in both cases is done as follows:

(RV)new = Set tuple (i) corresponding to link xi to '1' in (RV)old.
(RV)brother = Set tuple (i) corresponding to link xi to '0' in (RV)old ,

This updating process generates disjoint reliability terms represented by
RV at any level of the tree.

Procedures of the algorithm. The algorithm has five main procedures:

Initial step. {It does all the initialization.}

Adjacent. { It finds all the adjacent links from current node k to all nodes
indicated in TAL (Temporary Adjacency List described in procedure *Gen-
erate'). If all links from the current node lead to nodes which have no ad-
jacencies and none of which is the destination node, we discard the path to
the current node and call procedure 'modify.'}

Generate. {It finds all forward and parallel paths from current nodeI
Ia. It sets TAL to the list of adjacent nodes with respect to current node

for computing forward paths, and calls the procedure *adjacent.'
I b. It sets TAL to the list of possible previous nodes, whose adjacent links

could result in parallel paths, in this subnetwork. and calls the procedure
'adjacent.'

Expansion. {It expands the reliability and loop vectors described earlier
and observes for termination condition.I
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.V!dil ',. {It observes the reliability expression for the path being discarded,
and modifies the reliability expressions of other paths. if necessary. This
implies that if any link x, is set to '1' only in the reliability expression of the
path being discarded. then the xth bit set to V0' in the reliability expression.
for any other path should be changed to a d .'}

Algorithm description. The algorithm starts at a given node and travels
along the graph. Using the procedure 'adjacent.' the procedure 'generate' ob-
tains the nodes which can be reached from any given node. The procedure
"*expansion' updates both vectors described above. Thus. the reliability ex-
pression for each path is generated and updated as we move along the graph.
The algorithm, in parallel, explores all possible paths from a source to a given
destination, and by the vere nature of the updating process of the reliability
vector, the reliability expressions of different paths are kept disjoint. Figure
10 illustrates the operation of the algorithm for the network shown in Figure
9A.

Algorithm termination. The expansion of the tree at any node terminates
if one of the following rules is satisfied at the current node:

Rule 1: The loop vector has the bit corresponding to the destination
set to 1,
Rule 2: Rule I is not met, but the current node has no 'adjacencies.'
i.e., no further expansion is possible from the current node.

Only those nodes terminated by Rule 1 are considered for reliability ex-
pression evaluation. If, at any node. Rule 2 is applied, the reliability ex-
pressions of the other paths are modified. if necessary, using the procedure
"~modify.'

The algorithm terminates when expansion of the tree stops at all possible
nodes.

V. Using GEARMIN for computing the reliability of MINs

The MIN is modelled as a directed graph (di-graph) with
processors/intermediate nodes of the MIN as nodes in the di-graph. and
the links of the switches are represented as directed links in the graph. To
find the reliability term for all possible paths from a given source to a des-
tination. we choose an arbitrary starting node as the source. We observe
the loop vector to ensure that the required destination is reached. When
the bit (corresponding to the required destination) is set to 1' in the loop
vector, it can be concluded that the destination has been reached. Thus the
modelling of the MIN generates all possible paths in the MIN for a given
source-destination pair and simultaneously generates an expression for the
reliability of the paths. We assume that all nodes of the graph are perfectly
reliable and that links, being a part of the switches. are liable to fail.

In Figure 10, we show the complete tree for computing the reliability ex-
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pression from node 0 to node 12 k Figure 9B). The expansion process of each
node along the adjacent links and updating of the two vectors is evident from
the tree structure of Figure 10. We note that at node 14, we terminate by
Rule 2 and hence procedure 'modify' is called. At node 14. bit 20 is set to
'1' only in this path's RV. but bit 20 is not set to V0' in any other RV. Hence
no other RV has to be modified. No further expansion is possible at node
18. since the procedure 'adjacent* observes that node 18 leads to nodes 14
and 15. both of which have no adjacencies and neither is a destination node.
Procedure 'modify' is invoked again, but no modification to any other RV is
needed. because of the nature of the RV at node 18.

VI. Test data and results

The technique described above has been tested for the RMINs described
in Section 11. For the INDRA network, the generalized cube has been chosen
as the subnetwork. The reliability of 16 Input-16 Output and 32 Input-32
Output Networks has been computed and the reliability for a network with
larger number of input/outputs could be easily computed in a similar way.
Tables I and 1I show the results obtained and the relative costs of the networks
in terms of number of switches used and the switch sizes. We have assumed
a probability of 0.9 for an operational link and 0. 1 for a faulty link.

VII. Interpretation of results

Various redundant MINs considered earlier differ in the cost and the per-
formance. From Tables I A and 1B. we see that the F network has the
highest reliability and fewer number of switches but is of size 4 x 4. The
nonuniform Chained Baseline approaches close to the F network reliability.
while using smaller size crossbar switches (3 x 3). The Multipath Omega Net-
work rates better in its 32 Input-.2 Output ncm,.,rk because of 'he network
configuration selected. The 16 Input-16 Output Multipath Omega Network
is a 4-stage network in the (4, 2. 2, 4) shuffle configuration. Hence it has 2
stages of 4 x 4 switches and 2 stages of 2 x 2 switches. On the other hand.
the 32 lnput-32 Output Multipath Omega Network is only a 3-stage network
using 4 x 4 switches only.

The algorithm GEARMIN described in this paper can compute an exact
reliab;1;ty for any MIN (redundant and nonredundant), of any size. Our al-
gorithin needs to update only two vectors at each node of the tree and at
any particular node, no information regarding parents/ancestors is needed.
We store only leaves of the tree after each expansion and expand along these
leaves. Hence GEARMIN can work for large networks as well. This over-
comes the drawbacks of work done described by Blake [3, 41 and Botting [5].
The availability of the system described bN Das [71 can easily be computed b.
merely substituting the probability of the faulty links as V0' in the reliability
expression obtained by GEARMIN.
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VIll. Conclusions

The algorithm GEARMIN. described in this paper, is an analytical method
to compute the exact reliability for any MIN of any size. It employs simple
bit operations to derive the reliability expression of each source-destination
pair and hence is not compute-intensive. Previous work in the reliability of
MINs gives only lower and upper bounds for large networks and no ana-
lytical approach leading to exact value of the reliability has been previously
described.

TABLE IA. 16 Input-16 output networks

Networks Nodes Links Switches~ Switch size~ Reliability~
Extra Stage 128 224 72 2X2 u 645704
CubeI

F 64 192 "48 4X4 0.882090
tADM 80 224 64 3X3 0,7617724

INDRA 16 4X4
288 768 128 2X2 0.656100

Multipath 8 4X4
Omega 80 192 16 2X2 0.793881
Uniform CB 104 248 24 3X3 0.850209

Nonuniform CB 104 248 24 3X3 0.866780
8 2X2

TABLE lB. 32 Input-32 output networks

Networks jNodes Links Switches Switch size Reliability
Extra Stage 288 512 160 2X2 0.581134
Cube

F 160 578 128 4X4 0.873269
1ADM 192 448 160 3X3 0.717747

INDRA 32 4X4704 1792 320 2X2 0.585100

Multipath
Omega 128 384 24 4X4 0601900

64 3X3Uniform CB 256 640 16 2X2 0.839211

Nonuniform 256 640 64 3X3 0.84401S.. .. . 16 2X2
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•,,,,Chain-in element

Input element Output element
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FIGURE 6A. An "Augmented" Switching Element of a
Chained Baseline Network.

FIGURE 6B. Six Possible 'nonconflict' states in an aug-
mented SE.
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